ii8         SCHILLER AND THE TYPE-PROBLEM
and, to the extent that he identifies himself with his ego
and abstracts it from the "changing" process,his conscious
attitude also becomes quite abstracted; whereby the
function of affectedness or relatoclness to the object per-
force relapses into the unconscious. From this state of
affairs noteworthy consequences ensue:
I. From the conscious attitude of abstraction, which in
pursuit of its ideal makes an experience front every
occurrence, and from the sum of experience a law, a
certain constriction and poverty results, which is indeed
characteristic of the introvert, Schiller clearly feels this
in his relationship with Goethe, for he sensed Goethe's
more extraverted nature as something objectively opposed
to himself1, Significantly Goethe says of himself: ** As a
contemplative man I am an arrant realist. I find that
among all the things which confront me 1 am in the
position of desiring nothing from them or added to them,
and I make no sort of discrimination among objects
beyond their interest for myself/'2 Concerning Schiller's
effect upon him, Goethe very characteristically says: "If
I have served you as the representative of many objects,
you have led me from a too intense obsmmtion of tmter
things and their relationships back into mysdf. Ytm /tarn
taught me to mew the many~$idedm$$ of the innw nitin with
finer equity" etc.8 Whereas in Goethe Schiller finds an
oft-times accentuated complement or fulfilment of hw own
nature, at the same time sensing his difference, which he
indicates in the following way:
" Expect of me no great material wealth of Idaas, for that
is what I find in you, My ncccl and endeavour is to makes much
out of little, and, if ever you should rcaliaso my poverty in all
that men call acquired knowledge, you will perhaps find that in
many ways my aspiration has succeeded, Because my circle of
ideas is smaller I traverse it more quickly and oftenor, I may,
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